“Objects in the mirror may be SPOOKIER than they appear”

Character Descriptions

**DOCTOR B. GOOL III, esquire:** Energetic supernatural scientist in a white lab coat. Able to deliver a lot of information clearly and efficiently. Upbeat and excitable bordering on manic. Think Doc Brown from Back to the Future. Any gender.

**ASSISTANT:** Doc’s right-hand. They make spooky mouth-sfx and sing spooky underscoring to help set the mood during Doc’s introduction. They also provide foley and physical expression to the Spooky Portal sequence. Any gender.

**FOLEY 1\*: Co-voices JUNIPER—the voice of all the trees in the Spooky Dimension. Wise, strange, ancient.**

**FOLEY 2\*: Co-voices JUNIPER—the voice of all the trees in the Spooky Dimension. Wise, strange, ancient.**

**WEREWOLF:** Young and sensitive, with an untamed gruff side. Known for both the pitiful howl and intimidating growl.

**ZOMBIE WARRIOR:** A Zombie Warrior turned Yoga instructor and Tai Chi master. Think Russel Brand or Deepak Chopra. Avid tea drinker and moves VERY slowly. Should have remnants of warrior attire but interlaced with suggested spiritual items, so maybe a toga, beaded necklaces, etc. Should have good comic timing. Any gender.

**GEM:** The sillier of the Ghostie twins. Always looking for opportunities for fun and mischief. LOVES slime—especially glitter slime. Doesn’t like it when things are taken too seriously. Puppeteering skills helpful, but not required.

**V:** The more intense of the Ghostie twins. V loves thoroughness and specificity. Takes everything a little too seriously. Getting messages from Doc is what V lives for. Puppeteering skills helpful, but not required.

**MUMMY 1 & MUMMY 2:** Competitive and confident dance duo. Great dancers. Great dance teachers. Also a little terrifying. They speak only in grunts; they also sing only in grunts. Any gender for either.

**DRACULA’S SON:** Junior, the son of the king of vampires. Best friend is Werewolf. Was out of shape but hired The Monster for personal training and is now a health nut and gym enthusiast. A cross between Richard Simmons and Napoleon Dynamite. High energy and cocky. Probably wears a sweat suit. Should be physically fit with good comic timing. Although it’s listed as "son" could still be played by any gender(i.e. Vanessa Bayer-Bar Mitzvah Boy)

**THE WITCH:** A naive conjurer. Marches to the beat of their own drum, but longs for acceptance. Can deliver a mean cackle.

**DJ BORIS:** DJ Boris Bodacious aka Boris Gool, the greatest DJ in the Spooky Dimension, former world renowned scientist and grandparent to Doctor B. Gool. Should have a mad scientist vibe. Highly competitive and instigator of the dance off. Softens when learning about having a grandchild and helps the family get back home. Probably still wears a lab coat, along with shades, baseball cap worn sideways, and large headphones around the neck. Switches to spectacles when later talking to the family. Open to being played by any gender.

**THE MONSTER:** A monster with a lot attitude that can dance their a** off. Aggressive but also playful and should have some style, i.e. gorilla suit with a blazer and shades. Primarily a dancer.